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Use the following tips to make Windows XP (Home & Professional) Boot / Run faster (19.06.2005),
this guide is originally made for the 5024WLMI Aspire laptops, most of it can be used for other systems as well 	; - )

A lot of tweaks you can find on the internet are bullshit tweaks, things like 'Stop the 'last access update' stamp' 
do not improve performance. The following tweaks are proven tweaks (99% is tested, and will definitly increase performance)


WARNING: 
If you use the Registry editor incorrectly, you may cause serious problems that may require you to reinstall your operating system. 
Microsoft cannot guarantee that you can solve problems that result from using Registry Editor incorrectly. 

Use these Tweaks, and the Registry editor at your own risk.


1.	Turn the damn windows themes off, move back to the classic theme | Rightclick on the Desktop, go to properties. now on the
	themes tab under XP Theme's select the Windows classic theme

2. 	Turn off visual effects, right click on My Computer -> Properties -> Advanced -> Settings (click on performance options) ->Adjust for
	best performance (Visual effects). Leave "Smooth egdes of screen fonts"  on. (and maybe mouse shadow on? -)

3. 	Turn off your Windows Wallpaper, it consumes resources. (i personally turn of the desktop icons as well, right click on the desktop 
	arrange icons, now deselect show desktop icons.

4. 	Turn off System-restore, goto the Control Panel - > System -> on the system restore tab. mark the option - > turn off system
 	restore on all drives.

5. 	Edit your boot.ini and place /noguiboot behind the /fastdetect switch (or google: /noguiboot if you dont know how to place it ; )
 	this removes the win xp logo durin bootup (WARNING: you do not see any ScanDisk / CheckDisk errors /scans, except bluescreen BSOD?)

6. 	(50242WLMI: - Convert both FAT32 drives into NTFS) (note: Microsoft is advising OEM's to NOT convert to NTFS. create NTFS on a clean HD. 
	One single NTFS parition seems to be faster)

7. 	My favorite.. open the registry editor and go to HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Control Panel\Desktop
	and change the key value for 'MenuShowDelay' into 0, you can try 100 as well - it might be more convenient (the start menu now opens
	without any delay, normally you need to wait almost half a second for every menu) 

8.	The following tweak will make windows boots faster, honestly.. I have no fckin clue what this this tweak is doing..
	on the following url you can read that this is the boot prefetch http://msdn.microsoft.com/msdnmag/issues/01/12/XPKernel/default.aspx
	How can removing a prefetch make Windows boot faster.. again.. i honestly dont know (the HD-head should jump less when prefetching
	if you dont think that this is a good tweak -> please let me know.. i dont have weeks to test tweaks but im happy with every sence making comment)

	Create a batch file called 'ntosboot.bat', and place the following line in it  'del c:\windows\prefetch\ntosboot-*.* /q' now store it on a save location, 
	where you can not accidently delete it. To make Windows automaticly run this shutdown script, you can use the gpedit.msc to start this, goto 
	'Start -> Run' now type in 'gpedit.msc' goto shutdown, add 'ntosboot.bat' close gpedit, and the script will now automaticly start when you shutdown Windows

9. 	Create a batch file on the desktop called "processidle.bat" right click on it 'Edit' and place the following line in it:
	Rundll32.exe advapi32.dll,ProcessIdleTasks
	(If you run this batch before you start gaming or doin whatever intensive tasks, you are sure that windows will not process its own stuff)
	(handy to run before a clan war starts ie.)

10. 	The following tips might be the most important i can give you....: 
	1. Make sure that no unneeded services are running. 	
	2. Make sure that no unneeded hardware drivers are loaded, turn off all unneeded hardware in the 'Device manager'

	I turned off the following hardware on my 5024WLMI: IE1394 CONTROLLER, IrDA Infrared port, SoftV90 Data Fax Modem, Texas flash media
								 controller, SD host controller.
	There is no need to keep this all turned on.. If you use a DV cam, or Flash media.. leave it on.. but again there is no need to keep everything on


Hardware accelerated NIC:
The following registry modification lets the NIC process more network traffic, it takes tasks away from the processor.
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE \ SYSTEM \ CurrentControlSet \ Services \ Tcpip \ Parameters]
Find the DWORD "DisableTaskOffload" change the value to 0 (the default value is 1), If the key is not already there, create it.

The above tweak does NOT work on ANY machine, it depends on the NIC being used. (5024WLMI doesnt seem to have problems 
with this tweak, But i only tested it with the wireless build in adapter)


Turn off all unused IDE channels, open the Control Panel -> System ->
(Seems to be a quite good tweak for the 5024WLMI)

6. From the Start menu, select "Run..." & type "devmgmt.msc".
7. Double click on "IDE ATA/ATAPI controllers"
8. Right click on "Primary IDE Channel" and select "Properties".
9. Select the "Advanced Settings" tab then on the device 0 or 1 that doesn't have 'device type' greyed out select 'none' instead of 'autodetect' & click "OK".
10. Right click on "Secondary IDE channel", select "Properties" and repeat step 9.
11. Reboot your computer.




EXTRA: Important note for laptop users, If your games are not running well, change the Windows Power management scheme to
HOME/OFFICE. this will ensure that your cpu runs on full-speed all the time. (some games wont go crazy anymore now) a side effect of this
is that your cooler spins faster to keep it cool (results in more noise, wearing - set it back to 'Mobile / Latop' -> if not nessacry)


EXTRA: You can turn off the XP balloon help tips, the ones wich popup above the right side of the clock in windows (above the
 systray). todo this you need to change a registry key.. howto can be found below this text. (be aware, windows updates does
 not popup a balloons anymore. same with the virtual memory manager. if your swap file needs to be extended. you will not get a 
balloon .. only an icon in the systray!. good thing - > every time that your machine connects to a WIFI access-point
you will not get the annoying popup. i personally find it handy but DO NOT forget to check windows update more often...........


To Disable The Notification Area Balloon Tips
1.	Click Start, click Run, type regedit, and then press ENTER.
2.	Navigate to the following subkey:	HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\Advanced
3.	Right-click the right pane, create a new DWORD value, and then name it EnableBalloonTips.
4.	Double-click this new entry, and then give it a hexadecimal value of 0.
5.	Quit Registry Editor. Log off Windows, and then log back on.

These steps disable all Notification Area balloon tips for this user. There is no way to disable balloon tips for specific programs
 only.


EXTRA: Arstechnica.com wrote a good aticle about Microsoft Bootvis, What it is and how it can be used
(I've read somewhere that this became obsolete, the things Bootvis does are now integrated into Windows XP -> source is gone.. fck, anyone?)

The Bootvis Application:

The program was designed by Microsoft to enable Windows XP to cold boot in 30 seconds, return from hibernation in 20 seconds,
 and return from standby in 10 seconds. Bootvis has two extremely useful features. First, it can be used to optimize the boot process
 on your computer automatically. Second, it can be used to analyze the boot process for specific subsystems that are having 
difficulty loading. The first process specifically targets the prefetching subsystem, as well as the layout of boot files on the disk. 
When both of these systems are optimized, it can result in a significant reduction in the time it takes for the computer to boot.

Before attempting to use Bootvis to analyze or optimize the boot performance of your system, make sure that the
 task scheduler service has been enabled – the program requires the service to run properly. Also, close all open programs as well –
 using the software requires a reboot.

To use the software to optimize your system startup, first start with a full analysis of a fresh boot. Start Bootvis, go to the Tools menu,
and select next boot. Set the Trace Repetition Settings to 2 repetitions, Start at 1, and Reboot automatically. Then set the trace into
motion. The system will fully reboot twice, and then reopen bootvis and open the second trace file (should have _2 in the name). 
Analyze the graphs and make any changes that you think are necessary (this is a great tool for determining which startup programs 
you want to kill using msconfig). Once you have made your optimizations go to the Trace menu, and select the Optimize System item.
This will cause the system to reboot and will then make some changes to the file structure on the hard drive
(this includes a defragmentation of boot files and a shifting of their location to the fastest portion of the hard disk, 
as well as some other optimizations). After this is done, once again run a Trace analysis as above, except change the starting number 
to 3. Once the system has rebooted both times, compare the charts from the second trace to the charts for the fourth trace to show
you the time improvement of the system's boot up.

The standard defragmenter included with Windows XP will not undo the boot optimizations performed by this application.

Source: Microsoft






---under construction / unverified etc--

Open regedit.exe 
Go to HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/Software/ Microsoft/ Windows/ Current Version/ Explorer/ RemoteComputer/ NameSpace 
under that branch, find the key named {D6277990-4C6A-11CF-8D87-00AA0060F5BF} 
Delete it 
little tweak..which stops your computer from looking for the scheduled tasks on other present systems on the network.

run scandisk sometimes, and defrag right  after it. running bootvis sometimes cannot either harm your pc...........................................

credits go out to:
the internet


